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Community Hall, Hamlet St., Bendigo from 7.30 pm for 8pm start   

New Members and Visitors welcome. 

MISSION STATEMENT 

To work in a responsible and constructive manner with Government and 

the Community to explore innovative ways to achieve the Association’s 

Aims and Objectives 

 

• To promote and encourage a responsible preservation of 

collections of historical and antique artefacts for future 

generations. 

• To foster and promote a public awareness and importance to 

preserve our heritage and history for all times. 

• To preserve and promote a responsible maintenance and 

collection of Australian military memorabilia in particular and 

associated items in general. 

• To encourage responsible collectors to maintain and preserve  

 historical and antique firearms. 

• To explore innovative ways of assisting collectors in the 

maintenance of their interests for the future. 
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P.O. Box 3066 
Bendigo Mail Centre. Vic. 3554 
Telephone: 03 5443 6315 
Fax: 03 5441 6595 
Email: gccabendigo@gmail.com 
Website: www.collectorsbendigo.com.au 



Presidents Report December 2018/January 2019 
 
Hi Troops,  Greetings for this New Year 2019.  
Last things to happen in 2018 were the Bill Evans Memorial Shoot on 25th November and Club Xmas Barbecue 

on 18th December.  Great Barby efficiently catered for and cooked delectably by 
Leighton and Myself (left) with about 65 members and Family attending. Photos of 
members enjoying themselves included in my report. It always seems to be a great 
social event and the food was in abundance followed by desert supplied by the Ladies 
which was also plentiful. Well done Guys and thanks for the result. As is the norm now I 
purchased Butchers Meat for this one again, bloody expensive but well worth it. No 
Kebabs this year as they usually are a pain to cook, so we had spring rolls instead... 
 
For the Bill Evans Memorial Collectors Shoot, not many were shooting on the day, so 
we did not have a competition shoot as the numbers were not supportive of a 
competition, so postponed for later, so we just slipped into a general shoot followed 

with the milo tins again getting a pasting. Darren efficiently cooked the Barby for the day, which was greatly 
appreciated, I am sure no one went hungry or thirsty. 
 
Australia Day on Saturday 26th January - We intend to setup around 8am on Saturday Morning at the same 
location, so if you are free around that time, please come and help to setup.  Australia Day is a low-key casual 
day and is a lot of fun, I will head hunt members at Januarys General Meeting for some of our members to 
bring along their displays, and so far, the displays have been five stars. This year I am sure will also be a great 
day and a greater display.  We intend to have a barbecue for the members who are there on the day.           
Cheers, Gee Pee (Greg Penna) 
 

  
 
 

 
 

Xmas Barby regulars Phil Brown, Wendy Spicer, Jeanette Brown 
and Steve Brown enjoy a laugh 

Old friends (All formerly from the Castlemaine area) Tony Wadsworth, 
Larry Kinross & Steve Gartside catching up 

Amanda & father Don Pryor with Jim Murtagh 
Rhonda & Paul Dewey with daughter Kate Woodberry & 
granddaughter Marnie 



    

 

             

           
 

At rear are Vic Lane and Eddie Ford and in the foreground Richard Heritage & guest 

Chris Jolme, Glenda Keel, Phil Smith, David Bruce, Heather & Peter Murray Alan, Daniel & Matthew Straub with John Oakes & Sue 
Rawlings 

Les Lewis, Sharon C., Jake Stobaus, Molly C. & new member John 
Crimmins, Richard Penna, David Dalgliesh & Wayne Mitchell 

L-R: Pam Henderson, new member Jerry Zahra & his wife, 
Darren Henderson & Mark Reed 

New member John Wilson and 
his wife enjoying the barbecue, 

Phil Smith chats to new member 
Igor Grattan and his wife 

L-R Jenna with Lee Penna, Frances & Sandra & Blaise Penna and new member Max Gusew  

 
Right: Jean, Ted & Wendy 
Spicer with Tim Fitzgerald 
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An Obituary printed in the London Times - Absolutely Dead Brilliant!! 

 Today we mourn the passing of a beloved old friend, Common Sense, who has been with us for many 
years. 

No one knows for sure how old he was, since his birth records were long ago lost in bureaucratic red tape. 
He will be remembered as having cultivated such valuable lessons as:  

- Knowing when to come in out of the rain;  
- Why the early bird gets the worm;  
- Life isn't always fair;  
- And maybe it was my fault. 

Common Sense lived by simple, sound financial policies (don't spend more than you can earn) and reliable 
strategies (adults, not children, are in charge). 

His health began to deteriorate rapidly when well-intentioned but overbearing regulations were set in 
place. Reports of a 6-year-old boy charged with sexual harassment for kissing a classmate; teens 
suspended from school for using mouthwash after lunch; and a teacher fired for reprimanding an unruly 
student, only worsened his condition. 

Common Sense lost ground when parents attacked teachers for doing the job that they themselves had 
failed to do in disciplining their unruly children. 

It declined even further when schools were required to get parental consent to administer sun lotion or an 
aspirin to a student; but could not inform parents when a student became pregnant and wanted to have 
an abortion. 

Common Sense lost the will to live as the churches became businesses; and criminals received better 
treatment than their victims. 

Common Sense took a beating when you couldn't defend yourself from a burglar in your own home and 
the burglar could sue you for assault. 

Common Sense finally gave up the will to live, after a woman failed to realize that a steaming cup of coffee 
was hot. She spilled a little in her lap and was promptly awarded a huge settlement. 

Common Sense was preceded in death, 
-by his parents, Truth and Trust, 
-by his wife, Discretion, 
-by his daughter, Responsibility, 
-and by his son, Reason. 

 He is survived by his 5 stepbrothers;  
- I Know My Rights  
- I Want It Now  
- Someone Else Is to Blame  
- I'm A Victim 
- Pay me for Doing Nothing 

Not many attended his funeral, because so few realized he was gone.  If you still remember him, share this 
with a friend. 



Bendigo Soldiers’ Memorial Institute and Military Museum officially opened after $5.1 
million revitalisation [Article by Chris Pedler, Bendigo Advertiser] 
Stories of central Victorian soldiers went back on display in one of Bendigo’s most iconic buildings on 
Thursday 15 November 2018. 

The restored and renovated Bendigo Soldiers’ Memorial Institute and Military Museum was officially 
opened with a ceremony in Lansell Gardens. 

With the ribbons cut and the doors open, many people were eager to take a look at the new look institute. 

Bendigo and District RSL president 
Peter Swandale said the $5.1 
million project had been a two-year 
process of revitalisation 
with support from local, state and 
federal branches of government as 
well as the RSL 
 
“Buildings like this get old and we 
have to spend money on them. It 
was identified in 2013 that this 
building needed an update,” he 
said. 

“There was lots of works included (in the project) but it's about modernisation and enabling us to redo the 
museum and bring it to 21st century.  

“I might be biased but believe it is one of the best (military museums) in Victoria.” 

Mr Swandale said the museum would continue to fundraise and apply for grants to help maintain the 
building and curate new displays. 

“There will be ongoing exhibitions, meaning (the display) is going to change. We have a lot of artefacts and 
we want to show those artefacts over time,” he said. 

“It’s about honouring those who served. It's exciting but it's also a very sombre moment to look through 
the history of it. Some of it is quite sad but it's important to tell our stories.” 

Museum curator Kirsten McKay said she was thrilled that the curating team could finally welcome visitors 
into the new-look institute. “It’s been a 
long process over many years not only 
with the building works but also the 
collection,” she said. 

“I came in during the pack-up stage 
and worked with the volunteer 
curators to curate and research the 
collection to develop the displays. 

“The last few weeks of putting the 
display together, seeing it evolve and 
to have it presented makes us very 
proud.  



Ms McKay said the artefacts and pieces in the collection would number in the thousands and that not all of 
them could be on display at once. 

“The most challenging part has been having to really undertake a lot in a short period of time,” she said. 

“I'm told we're the third largest memorial museum in public hands in Australia, so we feel there is a lot to 
offer and to profile for central Victoria.” 

City of Greater Bendigo mayor Margaret O’Rourke said the preservation of heritage and history set 
Bendigo apart from other cities. 

“We do look after our heritage buildings and (the institute) was in quite bad repair for various reasons. To 
see it come back the way it has is beautiful,” she said. 

Major Craig Montgomery, who manages the Australian Army Tank Museum in Puckapunyal, said the quick 
glimpses of displays he had seen inside the Bendigo Soldiers’ Memorial Institute were magnificent. 

“It looks spectacular, they have done an amazing job. The presentation and interpretation is fantastic,” he 
said. 

“The displays in there are fascinating and, at the same time, there is so much information. It's magnificent.  

“The public and visitors that come to museum will benefit from it.”  

“To see the boards of remembrance up again brings (a lot of emotion) back 
especially after Remembrance Day at the weekend.”  

President Greg Penna and I were fortunate to be invited to this event.  Greg is 
pictured here with the ‘Board of Remembrance’ from the Gravel Hill School 
donated by his brother Richard.  Our Club donated $1500 to the restoration 
project and it was wonderful to see it come to fruition. There is a tile at the entry 
to the Museum acknowledging our donation, along with other community groups 
who supported this cause. 

We took the opportunity after the opening ceremony to have a good look around 
the Museum which is located in Pall Mall and is well worth calling in to visit. 

There were many themes including ‘The War at home’ as seen behind this photo of 
me. The variety of exhibitions was wonderful.  Below are a couple of pictures of parts 
of the exhibition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
MAKE A POINT OF TRYING TO VISIT THIS WONDERFUL MUSEUM 
WHETHER YOU ARE A LOCAL OR A VISITOR TO BENDIGO! 



A great feature in the newly created area are some wonderfully poignant sculptures and a poem by their 
creator Judith A. Leman of the role horses played in the first World War, commemorating the Australian 
Light Horse.  Judith created this series of sculptures in recognition of the vital role played by our horses in 
the First World War. Her attachment to the horse and creative pursuits started at a very early age. Owning 
and riding in equestrian disciplines. Consistently drawing and painting horses led her to an internationally 
famed career in equine and sporting art together with her proud awareness of family history of service 
both Australian and Belgian, governed her path to honour ‘Horses in Battle’.   

George Albert Radnell AIF, born in Tarnagulla, great uncle to Judith, wrote an account of his experiences in 
WWI and survival of Gallipoli. He also returned to ANZAC Cove as a pilgrimage in 1935 and was granted 
permission to bring back to Australia cones from the Lone Pine, where from these cones the first trees 
were cultivated.  

Judith’s second cousin, Joe Radnell also born in Tarnagulla, served in the 3rd Light Horse, killed during the 
Battle of Romani, August 1916. The love of horse also stemmed from her artistic Belgian Grandfather 
Marcel Leman, who, in the Belgian Artillery cared for his own war horse. Judith’s Belgian Great Uncle Rene 
Leman served in the Belgian Resistance. With these family predecessors, Judith’s influence was 
pronounced.  Her sculptures present a visual narrative of horses leaving Australia, being transported to 
Egypt, suffering in harsh conditions and charging into battle. The saddest ‘Last Goodbye’ emphasises a 
soldier’s grief at returning to Australia without his horse. 

I have chosen 4 of the eleven sculptures to give you an idea of 
how clever Judith is.  The first is called: Three months at sea, 
so much more to endure. 

 The trek from Albany, Western Australia to Alexandria in 
Egypt. The horses were then transported to Cairo. For those 
that survived, their fate had only just begun.  The soldiers had 
to accustom the horses to life in the desert. The heat, flies 
and deep sand rifts together with carrying soldiers with all 
their heavy equipment took its toll. 

The horses had to get used to gunfire – lined up by their 
soldiers with gunfire and canons at close range.  All of those 
being suggested they would be terrified – they had no choice. 

Next is ‘The Charge of Beersheba’ – Time was running out for 
the Australians to capture Beersheba and its wells. The 
Brigade assembled behind rising ground 6 kilometres south 
east of Beersheba with the 4th Light Horse on the right and the 
12th Light Horse Regiment on the left of the town. The 11th 
Light Horse was in reserve. 

October 31, 1917 saw the charge of a lifetime. 800 horsemen 
in three successive lines, three yards apart moved off at a trot 
and almost immediately quickened to gallop. Despite the 
weariness and lack of water our horse ‘took to the wind’. As 
they came over the ridge, they were seen by the Turkish 
gunners who opened fire with shrapnel.  The pace was too 

fast for the gunners.  After 3 kilometres Turkish machine guns opened fire but were silenced by British 
Artillery.  The front trench and main trench were jumped, and some men dismounted and attacked Turks 
with rifle and bayonet.  Others rode on.  Nearly all the water wells wired by the Germans were saved and 
water became available. 



Next is ‘He could go no further’ - Throughout their respective 
journeys, the soldiers and horses formed incredible bonds.  
Horses were taught to lie down and used as shelter against 
gunfire and were also used as shade while in the desert.  The 
fleas were bad, the dust terrible and the stench of 
battlefields lingered in the intensive heat. 

The horses along with men were on water rations while 
travelling huge distances.  The Battle of Beersheba … one of 
the great battles – ‘The fight for water’ took the lives of 
horses.  The three-day trek without food and water tested 
the courage of both human and horse.  Horses perished 
during the trek – they could go no further. 

Finally, ‘A Horse called Bill’ – One of Australia’s renowned 
War Horses – ‘Bill the Bastard’ was the seemingly, 
unbreakable horse.  Before his relationship with Major 
Michael Shanahan, Bill was treated as a bit of a joke amongst 
the troops both British and ANZAC. 

The rogue horse was used to deliver mail to ANZAC Cove and 
would entertain the troops by them placing bets to see 
whether the soldier and horse would die bringing the post on 
their seven-kilometre journey from the beach. 

The mischievous horse was often handled badly in attempts 
to control him.  He was then put in the hands of Major 
Shanahan, a horse whisperer ahead of his time.  He gained 
the confidence and respect of Bill and together they achieved 
great feats in battle. 

 

 

Empty Saddles at Gunfire 2 

The conquered fields of blood -
stained sands, their screams will 
never wane! 

 
      WAR HORSE – THE AUSTRALIAN LIGHT HORSE WWI – JUDITH A. LEMAN 

THE WAR HORSE SPEAKS  THE CONQUERED FIELDS  THE WAR HORSE SPEAKS 
THROUGH ARTISTS’HANDS  OF BLOOD-STAINED SANDS  THROUGH ARTISTS’ HANDS 
OF TORTURED TIMES   THEIR SCREAMS   OF LIFE 
ON DESERT SANDS   WILL NEVER WANE   AND BREATH NO MORE 
   
      
THEIR SOULS, THEIR HEARTS  HEARTS TORN APART      
A STRENGTH BENIGN   THE FINAL CUT    
THEIR ANGUISH   THE SADDEST    
BUILT IN TIME    LAST GOODBYE       
      
WITH HUNGER, THIRST   HERE THEY LAY      
OUR HORSES STEPPED   ON ARID LAND     
IN TRUST    THEIR SOULS     
OF CARRIED SOLDIERS   WILL STILL REMAIN   LEST WE FORGET 
          WE WILL NEVER FORGET 
  

 



Golden City Collectors Assoc. Inc. of Bendigo 
December Committee Meeting hosted by Leighton Rawlings on 6/12/18  

 
Present: Greg Penna, Matt Carra, Chris Jolme, Richard Penna, Les Lewis, David Bruce, Phil Brown, Leighton Rawlings, 
Mark Reed, Phil Smith, Richard Heritage & Richard Arman.  
 
Apologies: Sue Rawlings and Vic Lane 
R Arman Moved that the apologies are accepted.  2nd P Smith. Carried.  
 
Minutes of the Previous Meeting: The minutes of the last Committee Meeting on 1 November were read  
L Lewis moved that the minutes are accepted as a true record of that meeting. 2nd. R Heritage. Carried. 
 
Business Arising:  

1. Greg Penna approached Sports Focus as to the use of their legal facilities, unfortunately we do not fit into 
their criteria as we are not a sporting group. 
 

2. David Bruce and Mark Reed have worked together to come up with the best solution in making a ramp for 
Traders to use when entering and leaving the Show Venue. David reported that they plan to create a checker 
plate that will do the job. DB & MR to continue to liaise on this. 
 

3. Bendigo Scale Modellers inclusion as part of our Annual Show. Ongoing 
 

4. The relocation of the Shipping Container to the Shooting Range is working well, saving members carting 
items to and from the range each time.  However, MORE CHAIRS ARE NEEDED, so if you have any spare 
chairs you would be happy to donate, take them to the next Shoot and they will be stored in the container 
for use at each event. 
 

5. Online Booking form for the Annual Show needs to be updated for the 2019 Show.  Sue Rawlings to draw up 
what is needed to be included and liaise with Sean Patten, getting him to include it on the Website. 

 
Correspondence In: 

1. Subs received from Peter Simmons, Strathfieldsaye. 
2. Steen Cartledge, Niddrie, sent 4 applications to acquire to be endorsed by an approved officer of our Club, 

plus a self-addressed envelope for their return. 
3. Bendigo Bank Statement re Term Deposit renewal (passed onto Treasurer) 
4. Victoria Police – Membership Confirmation of Kate Louise Poulton. 
5. Membership Application from Timothy Robert Fisher, Elwood. All documents incl. Stat Dec & photos 

together with payment received. 
6. Email from potential member, Florian Reisinger requesting information. 
7. Letter from Karen Carr, drawing attention to the financial plight of the Castlemaine RSL suggesting the Club 

might like to support this cause. 
8. Newsletter from A & M Collectors of NSW. October 2018 

 
Correspondence Out:  

1. Parthian Shot via email and Australia Post 
2. Email reply to Florian Reisinger’s queries re membership requirements 

Moved by M Carra that ‘Correspondence In’ is accepted & ‘Correspondence Out’ endorsed. 2nd D Bruce. Carried. 
 



Treasurer’s Report: Treasurer Richard Penna gave details of transferring money from the Club’s Working Account to 
the Investment Account. As always, a detailed account of the Club’s finances is divulged in full at General Meetings. 
R Penna moved that his report be accepted.  Seconded: V Lane. Carried 
Membership Report: 
New Membership applications were received from: 

1.  Igor Grattan, all documents, photos & payment supplied.   Accepted   218-470, 
2.  Harold Stirton, Kangaroo Flat.  All documents, photos & payment supplied. Accepted 218-471. 
3.  Clifford Daniel Lane Terrick. All documents, photos & payment supplied. Accepted 218-472 

All three applications were accepted at Committee level and will be put to the General Meeting to be ratified. We 
look forward to meeting these applicants at future General Meetings or Club Events. 
 
General Business:  
1. R.S.L. Castlemaine – After some discussion on this issue, a motion was tabled by M. Reed and seconded by C. 

Jolme that the GCCA donate $1000 towards the display case fund. There were 8 for and 3 against the motion 
which was duly passed for payment. 

2. The Committee plan to review the current GCCA Constitution over the next few months and if they deem 
changes necessary, an extraordinary special meeting will be called to vote on the changes.  If 75% of those 
attending, agree to the changes, they will then be submitted to Consumer Affairs. 

3. David Bruce suggested that we have a Clay Target Thrower at our Club Shoots in the future. Greg Penna stated 
that we have one such item in our container and he will check out Rabbits and Clays as to their supplies. 

4. December 18th TUESDAY NIGHT is set for the club CHRISTMAS BAR-B-CUE 

5. A club SHOOT will be held on Sunday December 16th ---- Mark Reed will be the Range Officer. 

6. It was decided to buy cards for members to sign to let one of our Members Dennis Trickey and one of our 
Traders Jill Pannan who are not travelling too well, know that they are in our thoughts. 

Meeting Closed: 9.05 pm (Meeting was held after the last 2018 newsletter & no Committee Meeting held in Jan.) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2019 Calendar of Events 
20 Jan  First ‘Collectors Shoot’ for 2019 at Shelbourne Quarry Range 
 
26 Jan  Australia Day celebrations at Lake Weeroona. GCCA will put on a display at this event. 
 
7 Feb February Committee Meeting – Hosted by Chris Jolme and his better half Glenda (Caterer extraordinaire!) 
 
12 Feb  February General Meeting at Quarry Hill Community Hall, Hamlet St. at 7.30pm Theme: Militaria 
 
17 Feb  Collectors Shoot at the Shelbourne Quarry Range 
 

    

Congratulations to Don Pryor, winner of the 
‘Don McKinnon Memorial Show & Tell Shield’ 
for 2018. Not only did Don bring in some 
interesting items, he always had a tale to tell 
about them.  PLEASE make an effort be part of 
this competition in 2019 as it adds a special 
element to our Meetings as we all enjoy hearing 
about the collectables belonging to others! 
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Food for thought! 
 
* What if my dog only brings back the ball because he thinks I like throwing it? 
 
*If poison expires, is it more poisonous or is it no longer poisonous? 
 
* Which letter is silent in the word "Scent," the S or the c? 
 
* Do twins ever realize that one of them is unplanned? 
 
* Why is the letter W, in English, called double U? Shouldn't it be called double V? 
 
* Maybe oxygen is slowly killing you and It just takes 75-100 years to fully work. 
 
*Every time you clean something, you just make something else dirty. 
 
*The word "swims" upside-down is still "swims". 
 
*Intentionally losing a game of rock, paper, scissors is just as hard as trying to win. 
 
*100 years ago, everyone owned a horse and only the rich had cars. Today everyone 
has cars and only the rich own horses. 
 
*Your future self is watching you right now through memories. 
 
*The doctors that told Stephen Hawking he had two years to live in 1953 are 
probably dead. 
 
*If you replace "W" with "T" in "What, Where and When", you get the answer to 
each of   them. 
 
* Many animals probably need glasses, but nobody knows it. 
 
*If you rip a hole in a net, there are actually fewer holes in it than there were before. 
 
*If 2/2/22 falls on a Tuesday, we'll just call it "2's Day".    
 

*Whoever said nothing was impossible obviously never tried slamming a revolving 
door. 

*If the grass is greener on the other side, you can bet the water bill is higher. 

*Knowledge is realizing that the street is one-way, wisdom is looking both directions 
anyway. 

*You never learn anything by doing it right 

*If I agreed with you, we’d both be wrong 

*Let’s share - You take the grenade, I’ll take the pin. 
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